Abstract: This paper proposes a novel two dimensional capsubot without legs and wheels, and works on the principle of internal force-static friction. It moves forward by the snake-like sliding movement. Two parallel inner masses are controlled to move the capsubot in two dimensions. The dynamic model of the proposed capsubot is developed. Motion generation and the optimum parameter selection of the acceleration profile are investigated. The capsubot is an underactuated mechanical system as there are two control inputs and four outputs. The capsubot can perform linear, rotational and curved motions.
INTRODUCTION
The research on a capsule robot (capsubot) has attracted intensive researches in recent years because of its compactness, simple structure and its potential applications in medical diagnosis, treatment, disaster rescue etc. The diagnosis and treatment of diseases of GI (gastro-intestinal) tract which requires endoscopy can be improved by using a self-propelling wireless capsule endoscope (WCE). In 2000 Given Imaging firstly introduced a WCE for investigating the digestive tube. It is virtually a non-invasive process, safer for the patient and easy to perform (Kusuda (2005) ). Though the WCE has many advantages over the conventional probe endoscopy, it cannot control its motion due to that it does not have an actuator. In this context the researchers proposed a new type of capsubots based on the internal force-static friction principle which have no external legs and wheels and, thus suitable to be integrated with the WCE (Li et al. (2006) ). In Huda et al. (2011) , motion of a single mass capsubot is explained on the basis of a novel four-step acceleration profile and a stand-alone prototype is developed based on the profile. This profile is utilized in this paper.
However, all the capsubots researched so far can only move in 1D with their present designs. In practical applications, high dimensional movements of a capsubot is required. Thus in this research a novel legless capsubot which can conduct two dimensional movements has been proposed. The dynamic model is developed for the proposed capsubot and the optimal design of the motion profile is researched. Finally, the newly proposed capsubot is validated through the intensive simulation studies.
DYNAMIC MODELLING
The proposed capsubot shown in Fig. 1 , has the form of a parallelepiped. Two inner masses (IMs) are placed in the hollow spaces within the capsubot. The hollow spaces are identical and placed symmetrically within the capsubot, IMs are also identical. Thus the mass centre of the capsubot is assumed to remain in the natural mass centre of the parallelepiped. When IMs move, the position of the mass centre of the capsubot also moves a bit. In this paper the movement of the mass centre is not considered. IMs can move along the hollow spaces. By controlling the movements of IMs the capsubot can be moved in a 2D plane. It can perform linear, rotational, and curved motions. The sources of the propulsion forces of IMs are not shown in Fig. 1 .
Using the Newton's law, we have the forces on two IMs:
where F i is the force applied on IM i , F f rici is the friction force between the IM i and the capsubot, x i is the position of IM i with respect to an external fixed frame.
The resultant reaction force acting on the capsubot is
Thus, the motion equations for the capsubot are:
where, M is the total mass of the capsubot; a is the acceleration of the capsubot; r is the position of the casubot with respect to an external fixed frame; l i is the perpendicular distances of the mass centre of the capsubot from the direction of forces F ′ i ; M f is the frictional moment of the capsubot with surface of movement and I is the moment of inertia of the capsubot about z-axis through the mass centre of the capsubot.
Friction force is defined using the coulomb friction principle as F f riction = β(ẋ) × f riction coef f icient × mass × g (Olsson et al. (1998) ). Here we adopt β(ẋ) = sgn(ẋ). Thus from eqs (1) and (2),
Fig. 1. Double parallel mass capsubot design where sgn(.) is a signum function; µ i is the friction coefficient of IM i with the capsubot; µ is the friction coefficient of the capsubot with the surface of movement and g is acceleration of gravity.
The collar bearing on the shaft shown in Fig. 2(a) is subjected to an axial force P and has a total bearing or contact area π(R 2 2 − R 2 1 ). The normal pressure p is considered to be uniformly distributed over the area. The frictional moment calculated (Hibbeler (2000) ) is:
For R 2 = R and R 1 = 0: 
where, P = M g and µ r is the rotational friction coefficient, and r 1 , r 2 , w and l are given in Fig. 2(b) .
Incorporating the effect of the direction of motion in eq (8):
Putting eq (9) into eq (3) gives,
The dynamic model of the capsubot, described by eqs (4), (5) and (10) Step 1
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Return Journey Fig. 3 . Acceleration profile for linear motion simulation studies. In this paper the effect of the capsubot movement on inner mass is neglected i.e. in eq (4),ṙ is not considered.
MOTION GENERATION ANALYSIS
In motion generation, we consider the following 3 cases: 1) Linear motion; 2) Rotational Motion and 3) Curved motion. Here we design that m 1 = m 2 and l 1 = l 2 .
1) Linear Motion:
If both the inner masses move with same acceleration i.e a 1 = a 2 then F Step by step motion generation of the capsubot for linear motion is analysed below. Let right be the forward and +ve direction and, the IMs be placed in the right most position.
Cycle 1:
Step 1: The IMs move backward with a high -ve accelerated motions and the capsubot receives a force in the forward direction. Here the reaction force is big enough to overcome the friction. Thus the capsubot moves forward with a +ve accelerated motion.
Step 2: The IMs continue to move backward but with a small +ve accelerated motion. The capsubot moves forward with a small -ve accelerated motion for the major period of step 2 before it stops. The capsubot remains standstill for the remaining time of step 2 as the friction force dominates over the reaction force. The IMs reach to the left end at the end of step 2 and stops. The IMs instantaneously reverse the direction of movement and enter to step 3.
Step 3: The IMs move forward slowly with a small +ve acceleration and, as the friction force dominates, the capsubot remains standstill.
Step 4: The IMs move forward with a high -ve accelerated motion and the capsubot moves forward with a +ve acceleration. The IMs reach to the right end at the end of step 4 and stops. The IMs instantaneously reverse the direction and enter to step 1 of cycle 2.
Cycle 2:
Step 1: Unlike step 1 of cycle 1, here the capsubot has a +ve initial velocity. Thus the capsubot travels a longer distance in this step than it travels in step 1 of cycle 1.
Step 2: Same as step 2 of cycle 1 but here the caspubot keeps moving for a longer time than that of cycle 1 and thus the travelled distance is also greater. inner mass1 inner mass2
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Fig. 4. Acceleration profile for rotational motion
Step 3 and 4: Same as steps 3 and 4 of cycle 1.
Cycles 3, 4 and forthcoming cycles: All the steps of the cycles coming after cycle 2, are same as those of cycle 2.
By repeating the cycles the capsubot is moved forward. The capsubot moves in steps 1 and 4, and a portion of step 2 and, remains stationary for the remaining steps. By changing the acceleration direction of the IMs, the capsubot can be moved in the opposite direction. By changing the acceleration magnitude of the IMs, the capsubot can be moved with different average velocities.
2) Rotational Motion: If both the IMs move with same acceleration in opposite direction i.e.
Here one of the IMs follows the acceleration profile same as linear motion. The remaining IM follows an acceleration profile that is same in magnitude but opposite in direction. The acceleration profiles for IMs are shown in Fig. 4 . The IMs are placed in two opposite ends of the capsubot before cycle 1 begins. The motion strategy in this case is similar to the linear motion strategy. The difference is that two IMs move in opposite directions which causes the rotation.
3) Curved Motion: If both IMs move with different accelerations then
M G = 0, and F = 0. Thus the capsubot would have linear motion and rotation at the same time which would result a curved motion. The position of the capsubot in 2D is calculated as: x = r cos θ and y = r sin θ (11) where r is the distance travelled by the capsubot calculated using eq (5) and θ is the angular position of the capsubot calculated using eq (10).
For curved motion one of the IMs follows the acceleration profile same as linear motion. A new six-step acceleration profile is proposed for the remaining IM. The acceleration profile for both the IMs is shown in Fig. 5 . The reason of introducing zero acceleration step in both the onward and return journey of IM 1 is to make the cycle times of the two IMs equal. Here b 1 1 and b 1 2 are different. The higher the difference, the higher the angular displacement and the smaller the linear displacement of the capsubot would occur and vice versa. The IM with higher acceleration would need to follow six-step acceleration profile.
OPTIMUM SELECTION OF THE DESIRED ACCELERATION PROFILE
The optimum values of b 1 i and b 2 i are selected to achieve the best performance of the capsubot. b 1 i is high acceleration which can be taken as high as possible (depending Return Journey Onward Journey
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Step 5 Step 6 Fig. 5. Proposed acceleration profile for curved motion on the maximum force the propulsion source can provide) to get a higher average velocity of the capsubot. On the other hand b 2 i is small enough so that the friction force is bigger than the reaction force and, thus the capsubot does not move in backward direction (linear and curved motion). Furthermore the resultant moment due to b 2 i is smaller than or equal to the frictional moment of the capsubot (rotational and curved motion).
The IMs can only move within the hollow spaces inside the capsubot. Thus the relative position of the IM must be within '±k' with respect to the mid-point of the hollow space where ′ k ′ is half length of the hollow space.
1) Finding b 1 i and b 2 i : Let the maximum allowable force on IM i is F imax where |F i | ≤ F imax then using eq (1), b 1 i is:
In the return journey of the IMs the capsubot should not move backward (linear and curved motion) or rotate in the reverse direction (rotational and curved motion). Thus for linear motion, using (5) and taking a 1 = a 2 and a = 0 we have: |b 2 i | ≤ µM g/2m i (13) For rotational motion, using (3) and taking a 1 = −a 2 and α = 0 we have:
For curved motion, combining eqs (13) and (14) we have:
2) Finding time for Linear and Rotational Motion: For linear and rotational motion the values of t 1 , t 2 , t 3 and t 4 for IM 1 and IM 2 are same.
Finding t 1 and t 2 : Displacement of IM 1 in t 2 time is '−2k'. Thus we get:
) t 1 = v 12 1 /b 1 1 and t 2 = t 1 − v 12 1 /b 2 1 (17) where v 12 1 is the velocity of IM 1 after step 1.
Finding t 3 and t 4 : Displacement of IM 1 in t 4 − t 2 time is 2k. Thus we get:
(18) t 3 = t 2 + v 34 1 /b 2 1 and t 4 = t 3 − v 34 1 /b 1 1 (19) where v 34 1 is the velocity of IM 1 after step 3.
By observing eqs (16) to (19) we get:
v 34 1 = −v 12 1 , t 1 = t 4 − t 3 , and t 2 − t 1 = t 3 − t 2 (20)
3) Finding time for Curved Motion:
Finding t 1 , t 2 and t 3 : t 1 , t 2 are calculated using IM 1 and t 3 is calculated using IM 2 . Displacement of IM 1 in t 2 time is '−2k'. Thus we get:
t 1 = v 12 1 /b 1 1 and t 2 = t 1 − v 12 1 /b 2 1 (22) where, v 12 1 is the velocity of IM 1 after step 1.
To omit oscillation both IMs should move with high -ve acceleration for the same period of time. Thus, v 123 2 = b 1 2 t 1 (23) where, v 123 2 is the velocity of IM 2 after step 1. 
Finding t 4 , t 5 and t 6 : t 6 − t 5 , t 5 − t 4 are calculated using IM 1 and t 4 is calculated using IM 2 . Displacement of IM 1 in t 6 − t 4 time is 2k. Thus we get:
t 6 = t 5 − v 56 1 /b 1 2 and t 5 = t 4 + v 56 1 /b 2 1 (27) where, v 56 1 is the velocity of IM 1 after step 5.
To omit oscillation both IMs should move with high -ve acceleration for the same period of time. Thus, v 456 2 = −b 1 2 (t 6 − t 5 ) (28) where, v 456 2 is the velocity of IM 2 after step 5.
Displacement of IM 2 in t 6 − t 3 time is '2k'. Thus we get:
Using eq (27) in eq (30) gives
By observing eqs (21) to (30) we found that b 2 2 calculated for the onward and return journey are equal. Thus we have t 1 = t 6 − t 5 , t 2 − t 1 = t 5 − t 4 , and t 3 − t 2 = t 4 − t 3 (32)
CONTROL APPROACH
In this paper simulation analysis of open loop control of IMs are performed for 2D motion of the capsubot. Following the control strategy described in Huda et al. (2011) , open loop control law for all the motion cases are:
Linear and Rotational Motion: From optimal acceleration profile, desired IMs positions are:
By integrating above eq, desired IMs velocities are:
Curved Motion: From optimal acceleration profile, desired IMs positions are:
SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed system shown in Fig. 1 , has the length: 40mm, width: 20mm, and height: 11mm. The hollow spaces are identical and have a dimension of 38mm × 5.5mm×8.5mm and located 1mm below the upper surface and 1mm inside to the lateral surface of the capsubot. The dimensions of the IMs are 15mm × 4.5mm × 8mm. The weights of the IMs are m i = 0.87g and the weight of the capsubot is M = 5.64g. While taking the weights for the IMs and the capsubot (outer shell and IMs) we maintained the same unit volume weight as in the implementation of Lee et al. (2008) so that the simulated system can be implemented with minor changes. While performing simulation maximum allowable force and friction coefficient between capsubot and motion surface are taken F max = 0.245N and µ = 0.3 respectively that are same as those in Lee et al. (2008) . The friction coefficients between the IMs and the capsubot are taken µ 1 = µ 2 = 0.2 that is same as the friction coefficient between the cylinder and the motor housing of a linear motor that is used to made prototype of a capsubot in Yu et al. (2011) . b 1 i and b 2 i for different motion types are calculated using the optimum equations of section 4. The reaction force F ′ i works along the hollow space and through the mass centre of IM i . Thus l i = 3.5 + 2.75 = 6.25mm. Furthermore k = 11.5mm is taken.
Simulation is performed using Matlab and Simulink with the help of control law and developed model. Here the movements of the IMs are relatively slow. Therefore the vibrations of the IMs can be ignored. The above has also been demonstrated from our experimental work in 1D . A reference frame whose origin is the initial position of the mass centre of the capsubot is considered for all measurements. 6 shows that control forces for both IMs are same. The forces are larger for steps 1 and 4 with a slightly smaller one for step 4. In steps 1 and 2 the capsubot moves with high -ve acceleration and thus the applied force is also large. In step 1 control force needs to overcome the friction in the onward journey whereas in step 4 friction force aids the control force to stop the IM in the return journey. Thus the force in step 4 is slightly smaller. Similarly in step 2 friction force aids the control force to stop the IM in its onward journey whereas in step 3 control force needs to overcome the friction in the return journey. Fig. 7 shows the velocities of the IMs and the capsubot. The velocities of the both IMs increase in -ve direction in step 1 and reach to the maximum -ve value at the end of step 1. Then they start decreasing in step 2 and reach to zero at the end of step 2. In step 3 velocities start increasing in +ve direction and reach to the maximum +ve value at the end of step 3 and then they start decreasing in step 4 and finally become zero at the end of step 4. The velocity of the capsubot increases in step 1 in +ve direction and reaches to its maximum values at the end of step 1 and then starts decreasing. It reaches to zero at the middle of step 2. The velocity remains zero for the rest of steps 2 and 3. It again starts increasing in +ve direction in step 4 and keeps increasing till the end of step 1 of cycle 2. The capsubot reaches to the higher velocity at the end of step 1 of cycle 2 than that of cycle 1 and thus the capsubot takes longer time to stop in step 2 of cycle 2 than that of cycle 1. 9 shows the control forces on the IMs. F 1d for rotational motion is similar in pattern as that in linear motion. F 2d is same to F 1d in magnitude but opposite in direction. are similar in pattern as that in linear motion; then in steps 3 and 4, F 1d has zero value; steps 5 and 6 are similar in pattern as steps 3 and 4 of linear motion. Fig. 13 shows the velocity of IMs. Velocity of IM 2 is similar in pattern as that in linear motion. IM 1 has zero velocity in steps 3 and 4. In the remaining steps IM 1 has a higher acceleration than that of IM 1 .
Fig. 14 shows the position of the capsubot in a plane. By increasing the difference between b 1 1 and b 1 2 we can increase y component of displacement.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper modelling and different types of motions for a 2D capsubot are presented. The capsubot is driven using the reaction forces of two parallel IMs. The novelty of the design is that it extends the system motion from 1D (Liu et al. (2008) ; Huda et al. (2011) ) to 2D. The 2D motion is possible by using the linear and rotational motion alternately or, by using curved motion alone. Simulation results have shown the feasibility of the design. 
